Food and general merchandise. Let us design one for you.

MODEL 570
BAR CART
FEATURES: Peaked canopy with lights, glass racks, brass poles, rails and handles. Red oak construction, authentic wagon wheels, storage in cart body, formica counter top.
DIMENSIONS: 81"L x 45"W x 90"H

MODEL 573
FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE
FEATURES: Backlit illuminated canopy w/ telescopic poles, 2 large lemon bins, 2 water towers with 80 gal. fresh water supply, large ice bin and sugar holding bin.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 32"W x 92"H

MODEL 576
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY CART
FEATURES: Authentic wagon wheels, pine construction, wood posts supporting peaked canopy. Other finishes available.
DIMENSIONS: 76"L x 45"W x 90"H

MODEL 582
FEATURES: Red oak wood construction with authentic wagon wheels, canopy in your choice of colors, lockable storage in the cart body and wood lockable security doors that fold down into large 18" shelves for display of products.
SIZE WHEN OPENED: 120"L x 72"W x 96"H
DIMENSIONS: 90"L x 45"W x 93"H

MODEL 581
PIZZA EXPRESS CART
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame construction, red oak wood trim, under counter refrigerator, dual compartment sinks, hot & cold water, tray storage area, built in display area, 1 pizza warming and display unit, canopy with fluorescent light and chrome support poles.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 36"W x 52"H

MODEL 583
FEATURES: Red oak wood construction with authentic wagon wheels, deluxe canopy in your choice of color, drop shelf, lockable storage, display bins for clothes, etc.
DIMENSIONS: 90"L x 45"W x 93"H

MODEL 586
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY CART
FEATURES: Red oak wood construction with authentic wagon wheels, canopy in your choice of colors, lockable storage in the cart body, tiered display area.
DIMENSIONS: 90"L x 45"W x 93"H

MODEL 587
GRIDDLE CART
FEATURES: Deluxe backlit illuminated canopy, sneeze guard on 3 sides, 36" griddle, bun storage display, bumper system, lighted front of cart, refrigerator, storage area, electrical panel and outlets.
DIMENSIONS: 84"L x 42"W x 96"H

MODEL 588
GRIDDLE CART
FEATURES: Red oak wood construction with authentic wagon wheels, canopy in your choice of colors, lockable storage in the cart body, tiered display area.
DIMENSIONS: 90"L x 45"W x 93"H

MODEL 590
PIZZA EXPRESS CART
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame construction, red oak wood trim, under counter refrigerator, dual compartment sinks, hot & cold water, tray storage area, built in display area, 1 pizza warming and display unit, canopy with fluorescent light and chrome support poles.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 36"W x 52"H

MODEL 595
GRILL CART
FEATURES: This is a towable grill cart with a stainless steel drop leaf shelf, sneeze guard, refrigerator, stainless steel work space and cabinet doors, and an awning in the back to keep you dry or in the shade.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 36"W x 52"H

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 562
BAMBOO CART
FEATURES: Bamboo sides and an authentic grass top canopy supported by bamboo canopy poles; ice bin and a soda system are available. This cart is great for hotels, resorts, and caterers.
DIMENSIONS: 72”L x 27”W x 93”H

MODEL 574
BEER CART
FEATURES: Large ice tub to hold canned or bottled beer, sneeze guard with an aluminum diamond plate shelf and aluminum diamond plate spill tray. Illuminated backlit canopy, bumper guard and clear Lexan plastic over the cart body. The cart has an open back to allow the storage of cases of beer.
DIMENSIONS: 72”L x 34”W x 93”H

MODEL 621
BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: Large insulated interior space for canned or bottled beverages and ice. Drop shelf and graphics are optional.
DIMENSIONS: 39”L x 25”W x 37”H

MODEL 625
COFFEE CART FOR HOSPITAL AND OFFICE BUILDINGS
FEATURES: 2 Cambro 5 gal. beverage carriers, display case for danish, pastry, rolls etc., storage area, special graphics with Lexan. Umbrella optional.
DIMENSIONS: 48”L x 24”W x 64”H

MODEL 622
DISPLAY BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: Display your beverage products on ice in this large insulated ice bin. Customers can choose the beverages of their choice at a glance. Telescopic canopy with stainless steel poles, counter top and corner guards. Graphics and the Lexan covering them are optional.
DIMENSIONS: 72”L x 33”W x 94”H

MODEL 620
FOOD CART FOR HOSPITALS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS
FEATURES: Display refrigerator, 2 full size hot pans with dome covers, food holding oven, drop shelf.
DIMENSIONS: 82”L x 30”W x 56”H

MODEL 605
CHINESE FOOD CART
FEATURES: 5 full size electric steam table pans, illuminated adjustable canopy, drop shelves in rear and 2 sides, sneeze guard with warmers, special graphics, Lexan protection.
DIMENSIONS: 118”L x 48”W x 110”H

MODEL 600
SOFT HOT PRETZEL AND BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: Charcoal pretzel warmer, display case, insulated beverage box. Umbrella optional.
DIMENSIONS: 48”L x 32”W x 60”H

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 615
HOT DOG, HOT FOOD
AND BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: 2 full steam table pans (elec.), 2 dome covers, roller grill (for hot dogs), upright display refrigerator, refrigerator (below counter), canopy with light and brass poles, brass and glass sneeze guard.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 32"W x 96"H

MODEL 635
COLD FOOD AND BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: Large 48" display refrigerator, 2 cup dispensers, cash drawer, 5 gal. hot tea carrier, 10 gal. coffee carrier, drip tray, under counter refrigerator, large ice bin. Canopy supported by chrome or brass poles with fluorescent light, cart body of red oak with a welded tubular steel frame and wheel skirt.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 32"W x 96"H

MODEL 627
NACHO CART
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame, white aluminum side panels covered with Lexan, canopy with a fluorescent light and stainless steel telescopic canopy poles. Stainless steel counter top with sneeze guards on either side of 2 large nacho warmers, 2 nacho cheese pumps and one chili warming unit.
DIMENSIONS: 93"L x 33"W x 94"H

MODEL 626
FOOD SERVING CART
FEATURES: This cart can be equipped to serve either hot or cold food. Cart shown has canopy with lights, sneeze guard with a storage area for plates, 2 full size hot pans and 2 full size iced cold pans.
DIMENSIONS: 84"L x 44"W x 82"H

MODEL 568
PIZZA TRAILER/PUSHCART
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame, independent suspension, fold down shelf, cold plate refrigerator, ice bin, warming and holding oven, cash drawer. Canopy with lights, battery and charger and storage area.
DIMENSIONS: 94"L x 41"W x 90"H

MODEL 6000 w/ custom canopy
Customized Beverage Bar/Cart adaptable to any service.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 34"W x 96"H

MODEL 540
POPCORN AND SODA CART
FEATURES: Large 12 oz. popcorn popper, canopy with lighting, 3 valve post or premix soda system, chase lighting on cart body, special graphics included.
DIMENSIONS: 72"L x 30"W x 96"H

MODEL 104
SALAD, SANDWICH AND COLD BEVERAGE
FEATURES: Maintains a large volume of products cold up to 12 hours when unplugged. Display area for salads and beverages. Special graphics and umbrella available.
DIMENSIONS: 53"L x 33"W x 51"H

MODEL 615
HOT DOG, HOT FOOD
AND BEVERAGE CART
FEATURES: 2 full steam table pans (elec.), 2 dome covers, roller grill (for hot dogs), upright display refrigerator, refrigerator (below counter), canopy with light and brass poles, brass and glass sneeze guard.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 32"W x 96"H
MODEL 6720 - Espresso Cappuccino Cart
Same features as our model 6718 series w/ storage in the canopy, grid work between the canopy pole and special body and canopy details.
DIMENSIONS: 87"L x 35 3/4"W x 96"H
2 Shelves: 18"L each

MODEL 6604 - Espresso Cart
Can be customized: Espresso Foodservice & Merchandising.

MODEL 6718SD - Rear View w/ deluxe awning, pull out 3 comp. sink.
FEATURES: Lockable water fill, lockable storage area, cash drawer or knock box, air pot brewing area and a 6.2 cu. ft. refrigerator.
DIMENSIONS: 7'L x 35 3/4"W x 93"H
Drop-leaves: 18"

MODEL 6718SD w/ deluxe awning & metal shelf brackets.

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
**DELUXE ESPRESSO CARTS**
Customized to specification. Available in 5', 6', 7' & up.

**MODEL 6624D** w/deluxe canopy & wing shelf brackets.
DIMENSIONS: 6’L x 35 3/4”W x 93”H
Drop-leaves - 24”

(Rear View)
Shows the pull out 3 compt. sink, lockable water fill, cash drawer, lockable storage area and the refrigerator.

**MODEL 6718D** w/deluxe canopy & wing shelf brackets.
DIMENSIONS: 7’L x 35 3/4”W x 93”H
Drop-leaves - 18”

*ABOVE CARTS HAVE TELESCOPIC CANOPY POLES*

**MODEL 6624SD** w/deluxe canopy & standard metal shelf brackets.
DIMENSIONS: 6’L x 35 3/4”W x 93”H
Drop-leaves - 24”

*PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.*
MODEL 576
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CART
Built very low to accommodate small children. Includes 2 tray slides, drop shelf, telescopic canopy poles with custom designed canopy and light. Stainless steel back.

MODEL 577
DELUXE FOOD SERVING CART
Can accommodate all types of equipment. Tray slide, drop shelf in front, 2 side drop shelves, telescopic canopy poles with custom designed canopy and light.

MODEL 578
CUSTOM DESIGNED FOOD SERVICE CART
Built in tray slide, telescopic canopy poles, custom designed canopy and light. Stainless steel opened back.

MODEL 572
PIZZA AND NACHO
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame, aluminum white painted sides, stainless steel top and back, large ice bin for drinks, nacho display unit with built in cheese pump, heated display shelf, canopy with fluorescent light and stainless steel poles
DEMENTSIONS: 93"L x 34"W x 88"H.

ALL CARTS AND CANOPIES AVAILABLE IN YOUR CHOICE OF COLORS & DESIGNS.

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
We specialize in **Customized**!
Carts, Kiosk, Trailer and Trucks.

We manufacture anything that you can think of, in any style imaginable. If you don’t see it here, we can still do it. Even if it is a hot dog to sell hot dogs, a coffee cup for your coffee or something equally eye catching. Customization coupled with high quality is the key to success.

**From here to**

Custom Cookie & Beverage Kiosk

... and anything in between.

Pre-fabricated Fast Food Restaurants

**PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.**
**ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.**
DELUXE MODEL 6900 SERIES
Shown with optional side unit, forming an “L” shape, with decorative options, fold-down security & modular side units. Other configurations available.

All Star’s technicians have designed and built modular kiosks for military and commercial clients for almost thirty years. We are proud that our craftsmanship can be found in malls, health care and government institutions nationally and worldwide. While we pay particular attention to corporate identification and theme, we also build the highest quality units in the industry. We start with a welded steel frame which is overlaid with three-quarter inch marine plywood, and finishes include stainless steel; laminates, decorative ceramic tile, fine woods or a multitude of finishes.

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
All Star carts are certified with Underwriters Laboratories. All of our units, including those with 30 amp load centers or higher carry the UL Listed label for U.S. and Canada. We are also among the first companies to carry the new UL EPH mark for sanitation, and are the only manufacturer of carts and kiosks to certify units of this type. Our ability to certify our carts and kiosks as a complete unit eliminates the necessity of UL field testing. The presence of the highly recognizable UL mark should give comfort to all building inspectors.

All Star Carts are celebrating their 30th year and are looking forward to continue building the very best in quality food and merchandising carts, kiosks, trucks and trailers in the industry.
The Staff at All Star Carts can take your Ideas and turn them into a reality. We have a wide variety of proven plans for building that kiosk or in line store, but we can also custom fabricate almost anything that you can imagine.

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS,

Carts are available for sandwiches, pretzels, popcorn, ice cream, hot foods, cold foods and general merchandise.

PARKS, ZOOS &

MODEL 646 - Popcorn Cart
MODEL 650 - Insulated Soda Barrels With Casters
MODEL 647 - Refrigerated Sandwich Cart
MODEL 644 - Steam Table Cart

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 501
ICE CREAM DIPPERWELL CART
FEATURES: Mechanical refrigeration, cone storage box, dipperwell w/ continuous water flow, storage area for supplies, holds 8-three gal. tubs.
DIMENSIONS: 61”L x 33”W x 58”H

MODEL 510
TRICYCLE ICE CREAM VENDOR
FEATURES: Large capacity freezer, mechanical refrigeration. Holds approx. 70 dz. novelties, easy pedaling tricycle chassis.
DIMENSIONS: 93”L x 33”W x 41”H

MODEL 515
ICE CREAM PUSHCART W/ BICYCLE WHEELS
FEATURES: Features mechanical refrigeration, utilizing holding plates. Plug cart in overnight to charge, unplug when ready to use. Product will hold for 10-12 hours on a 90º F day.
DIMENSIONS: 45”L x 33”W x 41”H

MODEL 520
ICE CREAM PUSHCART W/ AIR CASTER WHEELS
FEATURES: Mechanical refrigeration, utilizing holding plates. Just plug in overnight to charge. Unplug when ready to use. Product will hold for 10-12 hours without dry ice.
DIMENSIONS: 45”L x 27”W x 41”H

MODEL 530
SIDECAR (bike not included)
FEATURES: Large capacity freezer, will hold an average 2-day supply. Plug in overnight to recharge. NO DRY ICE REQUIRED.
DIMENSIONS: 44”L x 33”W x 41”H

MODEL 535
TRAILVEND (bike not included)
FEATURES: Can be towed by moped, car or truck. Large capacity freezer; will hold an average 2-day supply. NO DRY ICE REQUIRED.
DIMENSIONS: 82”L x 39”W x 41”H

MODEL 533
DELUXE DIPPERWELL CART
FEATURES: 3 compartment sink, curved glass display freezer, dipperwell, deluxe canopy and bumpers, wheelskirt and telescopic poles.
DIMENSIONS: 96”L x 35”W x 96”H

MODEL 630
SOFT ICE CREAM / YOGURT CART
FEATURES: Refrigerator/cold toppings area, dual compartment sink w/ hot & cold water, 5 gal. fresh/ 6 gal. waste, 2 flavor/twist soft serve machine, canopy, w/ lighting.
DIMENSIONS: 72”L x 33”W x 94”H

MODEL 505
ICE CREAM PUSHCART W/ AIR CASTER WHEELS
FEATURES: Mechanical refrigeration, utilizing holding plates. Just plug in overnight to charge. Unplug when ready to use. Product will hold for 10-12 hours without dry ice.
DIMENSIONS: 45”L x 27”W x 41”H
MODEL 40 TF
IC ICE CREAM TRUCK FREEZER
Plugs into 110 V.A.C at night and will hold for the entire selling day (10 - 12 hours) without dry ice.
DIMENSIONS: 72"L x 34"W x 34"H

MODEL 523
MODEL 523
FEATURES: Soft frozen lemonade cart w/ cup storage compartment. Plug the cart in at night and it lasts the whole day maintaining the proper temperature for your product.
DIMENSIONS: 53"L x 33"W x 41"H

MODEL 522
SOFT ICE CREAM/FROZEN YOGURT CART
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame construction, stainless steel counter top, impact resistant plastic sides, stainless steel back, lighted canopy with telescopic poles, 4 cup dispensers, under counter refrigerator, dual compartment sinks, 2 stainless steel drop shelves, cash drawer, and a large electrical breaker panel with all electrical outlets.
DIMENSIONS: 88"L x 32"W x 41"H

MODEL 560
ICE CREAM DIPPING CART
FEATURES: Dual compt. sink with hot & cold water, dipperwell with continuous running water, cone storage box, cash drawer, choc. syrup pump holder, sneeze guard, canopy, bottom skirt, holds 15 three gal. tubs.
DIMENSIONS: 76"L x 42"W x 96"H

MODEL 520T
LARGE ICE CREAM DIPPERWELL TRAILER/PUSHCART MODEL
(as shown with umbrella)
FEATURES: Lockable cash drawer, cone storage box, chocolate syrup pump holder, 4 stainless steel toppings pans with ladles, dipperwell with continuous running water, hot fudge area, large heavy duty canopy on cart model, extra large storage area for supplies, independent suspension with a removable hitch. Untrailered Model 520 has heavy duty bicycle wheels and front swivel wheels. Holds 18-three gallon tubs with 8 facings.
DIMENSIONS: 74"L x 49"W x 65"H

MODEL 45 TF
TRUCK FREEZER
FEATURES: Three full size opening lids. Cut to fit over the truck wheel well. Plug into 110V.A.C. at night and it will hold for the entire selling day. The outside is constructed of stainless steel with a no rust aluminum interior and holdover plates. Available w/ optional refrigerator temperature compartment.
DIMENSIONS: 93"L x 36"W x 36"H

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 32 HC
N.Y. STYLE FRANKFURTER CART
DIMENSIONS: 36"L x 24"W x 48"H

MODEL 75
STAINLESS STEEL SINK CART
FEATURES: All stainless steel construction, self contained. Available in 1, 2, 3 or 4 compts. Includes standard 6 gal. fresh and 9 gal. waste water tanks, demand pump and hot water heater. All electric. Available in propane. Paper towel and soap dispenser optional.

MODEL 612
FRANKFURTER AND COLD DRINK CART
FEATURES: Frankfurter roller grill with sneeze guard, 3 flavor post-mix or premix soda system, cup dispenser, ice bin, canopy with light, custom graphics.
DIMENSIONS: 72"L x 30"W x 93"H

MODEL 100
HOT DOG PUSH CART
- stainless steel construction
- full-size steam table pan (includes 2-1/3 pans & 2-1/6 pans)
- large capacity ice bin (holds up to 6 cases of soda with ice and other cold products)
- large display storage cabinet
- two large serving shelves
- propane hook up
- bicycle wheels & front swivel casters
- extra storage in cart body
DIMENSIONS: 48"L x 34"W x 52"H

MODEL 100S
HOT DOG PUSHCART
- stainless steel construction
- full-size steam table pan; large capacity ice bin (holds up to 6 cases of soda w/ ice & other cold products)
- large display storage cabinet
- two large serving shelves
- propane hook-up
- extra storage in cart body
- bicycle wheels & front swivel casters
- 5 gal. fresh - 6.5 waste
DIMENSIONS: 64"L x 34"W x 58"H
Also available as electric.

MODEL 569
FEATURES: Refrigerator, pull out 3 compt. sink, 2 steam tables, fryer, stainless steel counter, illuminated sign, large canopy with fluorescent lights.
DIMENSIONS: 96"L x 48"W x 96"H

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL HT 100S
HOT DOG TRAILER WITH SINKS
FEATURES: Same as 100S with added steel frame trailer. Heavy duty chassis, independent wheel suspension, removable hitch, 2 front swivel wheels, trailer lighting package.
DIMENSIONS: 94”L x 38”W x 58”H

MODEL HT 100
HOT DOG TRAILER
FEATURES: Same as model 100. Heavy duty chassis, full independent suspension, removable hitch, 2 front swivel wheels, trailer lighting package.
DIMENSIONS: 75”L x 38”W x 58”H

MODEL 101
HOT FOOD PUSH CART
FEATURES: Full steam table as on Model 100S, charbroil grill with splash guard, dual compartment sink with hot and cold running water, fresh water and waste tanks, storage area and insulated box for soda etc.
DIMENSIONS: 60”L x 32”W x 63”H

MODEL 102
HOT FOOD PUSH CART
FEATURES: Same as model 100S plus a display oven for pizza, pretzels and knishes.
DIMENSIONS: 65”L x 27”W x 63”H

MODEL 610
ELECTRIC HOT FOOD CART
FEATURES: 2 full size electric steam table pans, 1 dome cover, large ice bin for beverages, storage area in base, canopy, drop shelf, sneeze guard.
DIMENSIONS: 57”L x 28”W x 96”H

MODEL 105 S
HOT DOG CART
FEATURES: Same features as model 100 and 100S with the addition of a condiment bottle rack. Operator works from one side of cart.
DIMENSIONS: 63”L x 35”W x 63”H

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 525
ENCLOSED ICE CREAM VENDING TRAILER
FEATURES: Two sides that fold up exposing two freezers, each with its own dipperwell with continuous running water. Each freezer holds 18 three-gallon tubs. A third freezer has a built-in toppings rail, a double boiler hot fudge unit and chocolate syrup pump holder, mounted on a stainless steel counter with dual compartment sink with hot and cold running water. Trailer is constructed of tubular steel frame with a white baked aluminum interior and exterior, full independent suspension with a serving height from the stainless steel counter to ground of 42”. Interior fluorescent lights, lockable sides and door, storage above serving area. Tanks for fresh and waste water. All freezers have holding plate systems with mechanical refrigeration that eliminates the need for dry ice.
DIMENSIONS: 100”L x 96”W x 94”H

MODEL 526T
ENCLOSED SNACK TRAILER
FEATURES: 2 serving windows, outside illuminated signs, inside fluorescent lights, dual compartment sinks with hot and cold water. Frankfurter roller grill, popcorn machine, cotton candy machine, soda system, electric panel, stainless steel counters, ice cream freezer.
DIMENSIONS: 192”L x 96”W x 124”H

MODEL 527T
ENCLOSED HOT DOG TRAILER
FEATURES: Fold up side awning, stainless steel counters, 2 full size steam table pans, triple compartment sinks with hot and cold water. Large insulated soda bin and spacious work area. Welded tubular steel frame, aluminum body, front caster wheels, independent suspension and removable low bar.
DIMENSIONS: 79”L x 64”W x 82”H

MODEL 528
ENCLOSED MOBILE KIOSK
FEATURES: Tubular steel frame, white aluminum body, fold up awning side serving area. Entrance door with screen door, dual compartment sinks with hot & cold water, ice cream freezer, 150 can capacity ice bin, frankfurter roller grill, popcorn machine and stainless steel serving counter.
DIMENSIONS: 8’L x 6’W x 8’H

MODEL 524T
FAST FOOD CONCESSION TRAILER
FEATURES: Includes coffee urn, pizza oven, griddle, fryer, exhaust hood, 3 compartment sinks, ice machine, refrigerators and freezers. Graphics and signage are additional.
DIMENSIONS: 17.5’ L x 7.5’ W x 9’ H closed.

MODEL 110 TPC OPEN TRAILER
Mobile kitchens are fabricated to your specific needs. They can be walk up, pass thru or drive up service. Features can include walk in refrigeration, combo ovens, griddles, fryers, steam tables, sinks, Soda systems, kettles or any other equipment you may require. Call for pricing on your design requirements.
MODEL 210 IT
ICE CREAM TRAILER
FEATURES: Freezer with holding plates holds 18 three gallon tubs, full steam table, dual compartment sink (hot & cold running water), interior/exterior fluorescent lights, toppings area/cone storage cabinet, aluminum and stainless steel construction with serving shelf. Optional fold up side.
DIMENSIONS: 108"L x 76"W x 90"H

MODEL 211 IT
ENCLOSED FOOD TRAILER
FEATURES: Refrigerator, freezer, electric breaker panel, work area, griddle, steam table, exhaust hood. Cup dispenser, electric outlets, fryer, triple compartment sinks, separate hand washing sinks, all counter/cabinets- stainless steel. (Air conditioning optional).
DIMENSIONS: 112"L x 88"W x 108"H

MODEL 640  BISTRO UNIT
FOR GOLF CARTS
FEATURES: Full steam table, large iced beverage area, 2 serving shelves, large display storage area. Slides into golf cart.*
*Specify the dimensions of golf cart.

MODEL 214
PIZZA TRAILER
FEATURES: 3 serving window areas with fold up awnings and stainless steel serving shelves, stainless steel interior walls and counters, large capacity pizza oven, pizza prep area, refrigerators with holding plates, 2 steam tables, exhaust hood, interior lights and roof vents.
DIMENSIONS: 192” + removable tow bar x 96”W x10’ 6”H

MODEL 120 TPC
BEACH SNACK TRAILER
FEATURES: Full steam table, display cabinet, ice cream freezer with holding plates, large ice bin for soft drinks, mustard/ketchup holder, large storage area.
DIMENSIONS: 82”L x 55”W x 55”H

MODEL 111 TPC
OPEN TRAILER
FEATURES: Two full steam tables, four 1/3 size and four 1/6 size pans, three flavor post mix soda system, large capacity ice bin with drain. Two adjustable cup dispensers, napkin dispenser, wax paper dispenser, hot dog umbrella. Large storage area in cart body, extra storage display cabinet, customer serving counter, mustard/ketchup holder, stainless steel construction, welded steel chassis, independent wheel suspension, removable hitch.
DIMENSIONS: 72”L x 64”W x 52”H

Customized, Branded Product Trailers for Sales and Promotion of your Products.

CIVILIAN AND MILITARY USE

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING. ALL CARTS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
Sample Trailer Layouts or Design Your Own

*All trailers are constructed with welded tubular steel chassis and frames covered with white baked aluminum skin with full independent suspensions. Some trailers have removable tow bars or hydraulic braking systems.
*All layouts can be modified to customer’s satisfaction.
*All trailers conform to U.S. Federal D.O.T. safety standards.
*Generator systems are available for all models as well as screened serving windows, cash drawers, outside fluorescent lighting, awnings, heating, air-conditioning, roof vent, etc.
*Some freezers and refrigerators are self-contained and do not require a generator to work. They will hold the ice cream for up to 12 hours on a 90° day while unplugged.

**TRL #1**
**Features:** Dual comp., sinks w/ hot & cold running water, large capacity fresh & waste water tanks, ice bin, upright storage and shelving, sandwich rail with cutting board and under counter refrigerator. Dual steam table, freezer, work area, serving counter, charcoal grill, griddle, dual fryer, vented hood over cooking area.
**Dimensions:** 192” x 84”

**TRL #2**
**Features:** 3 compartment and hand wash sinks w/ hot & cold running water, large capacity fresh & waste water tanks, ice bin, grinata machine, blender, Bev-aire, air pot brewer, air pot display, pastry display, under counter refrigerator, grinder, espresso machine, work area, cash register (shown, not incl.).
**Dimensions:** 168” x 84”

**TRL #3**
**Features:** Dual comp. sinks w/ hot & cold running water, large capacity fresh & waste water tanks, 2 extra large freezers, stainless steel work area, choc. syrup, hot fudge, cold storage toppings rail, 2 dipperwells, 2 fold up canopy doors, detachable hitch.
**Dimensions:** 110” x 78”

**TRL #4**
**Features:** 2 steam tables, triple compt. sinks w/ hot & cold running water, large capacity fresh & waste water tanks, ice bin, coffee urn, serving counter, 2 burner stove, removable hitch.
**Dimensions:** 96” x 60”

Please check all building, vending and local health codes before ordering.
Sample Interior Truck Layouts or Design Your Own

*The trucks have Chevrolet Chassis, with heavy-duty capacities, dual rear wheels, heavy-duty automatic transmission, V8 fuel injected engine, heavy-duty suspension, radiator and cooling systems, electrical systems, brakes and stabilizer bar. Plus engine cooler, tilt steering wheel, custom driver seat, locks on all doors, Velvac mirrors and 40 gal fuel tank.

*The bodies are Grumman Olsen all aluminum with oversized height, painted white. Minimum length of 285" overall. The trucks have sliding side doors, swinging rear doors equipped with heater/defroster in the cab area (air conditioning optional). Work area of body is insulated with urethane insulation and covered with stainless steel on all wall surfaces.

*All truck models are equipped with equipment as shown. Interior counters and work areas are all stainless steel with the vent hood over the cooking area. Propane will power most equipment and all refrigeration accomplished by use of holding plates unless the truck has a generator. Cut out for serving area and window installed with shelf.

*Any variations or modifications are possible. Truck can be set up to to serve customers inside or from the serving window.

MODEL RBK
Dimensions: 309"L x 86"W x 118"H (This model includes generator)

MODEL SLK #1
Dimensions: 285"L x 86"W x 118"H

MODEL SLK # 2
Dimensions: 285"L x 86"W x 118"H (Same as SLK #1 - add sandwich display)

MODEL SLK # 3
Dimensions: 285"L x 86"W x 118"H (Same as SLK #1 - add fryer)

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
**MODEL 310 COFFEE, ESPRESSO & CAPPUCINO VAN**
**FEATURES:** 7.5 KW generator, fold up side awning, Hand wash sink, ice bin, 3 cup dispensers, trash chute, refrigerator, storage cabinet, water filters and light fixture.
**DIMENSIONS:** 210’ L x 84” W x 82”H

**MODEL 350 HOT FOOD TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** 7KW Generator, two air conditioners, refrigerator & freezer, dual compartment sinks, coffee urn, soda system, ice bin, cup dispensers, fryer, griddle, exhaust hood lighting, stainless steel interior.
**DIMENSIONS:** 285”L x 84”W x 118”H

**MODEL 310**

**MODEL 375 FOOD DELIVERY & CATERING TRUCKS**
**FEATURES:** 3 fold up awning doors, hot food area, cold food area, and coffee area with condiments. 8’ Body. 10’ Body and custom built designs are also available.

**MODEL SLK 1, 2, OR 3 FOOD TRUCKS**
**FEATURES:** All the equipment of the above model 360. In addition; freezer for ice cream, 2 burner stove and on the SLK #2 a sandwich display refrigerator. Awning and graphics optional.
**DIMENSIONS:** 285”L x 84”W x 118”H

**MODEL 117 VAN FREEZER**
**FEATURES:** Cold plate freezers or refrigerators for delivery trucks are available in different sizes to fit in your van. They have 1 full opening rear door and 1 side door. Call for more information.

**MODEL 410 DT FREEZER DELIVERY TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** Slide in holdover plate freezer, copeland compressor, aluminum interior and exterior.
**DIMENSIONS:** 206”L x 80”W x 106”H
**MODEL 305**
**ICE CREAM NOVELTY TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** Sliding serving window, stainless steel serving counter, large cold plate freezer, illuminated front and rear signs, fluorescent lights with shields over serving and driver windows. Music box and fold up awnings are optional.
**DIMENSIONS:** 213"L x 84"W x 118"H

**MODEL 306**
**SOFT ICE CREAM TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** Soft ice cream machine with 2 flavors plus a twist. Large generator, refrigerator, 3 compartment sinks, stainless steel counters, cold toppings and dry toppings, serving window with shelf, illuminated front and rear signs, fluorescent lights inside and out, all walls are insulated and covered with stainless steel.
**DIMENSIONS:** 285"L x 86"W x 118"H

**MODEL 307**
**RAISED ROOF ICE CREAM NOVELTY TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** Large cold plate ice cream freezer, Music box, serving window with shelf, roof vents and an interior light. Other options available.
**DIMENSIONS:** 210"L x 84"W x 108"H

**MODEL 3071**
**FRESH FOOD CATERING TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** 2 ovens, griddle, stove top burners, 2 refrigerators, stainless steel cabinets, cutting boards, 3 compartment sink with drain boards and separate hand sink, work areas, exhaust hood, coffee urn, work sink, cup dispensers roof vents, fluorescent lighting, large propane tanks, fold up awning door, 6.5 kw generator and customer self-serve condiment area.
**DIMENSIONS:** 310"L x 93"W x 110"H

**MODEL 116**
**HOT AND COLD FOOD DELIVERY TRUCK**
**FEATURES:** Temperature regulated hot food section accessible from both sides of the truck with pan shelves and refrigerated or freezer rear section. Custom designs available.

PLEASE CHECK ALL BUILDING, VENDING AND LOCAL HEALTH CODES BEFORE ORDERING.
ALL TRUCKS ARE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL GRAPHICS.
MODEL 440 FOOD TRUCK

Pull up to your stop, open up the side of your truck and serve your customers freshly made foods.

FEATURES: Sinks, fryer, griddle, oven, stove top, exhaust hood, interior fluorescent lights, skylight roof vents, cup dispensers, all stainless steel interior, cabinets and shelving. Customers serve themselves coffee, beverages, hot & cold food and snacks from the different sections on the side of the truck.

DIMENSIONS: 285"L x 84"W x 118"H

MODEL 480 ICE CREAM DIPPING TRUCK

FEATURES: Large ice cream dipping cabinet, dual compartment sinks, dipper well with running water, hot fudge unit, mixer, topping & beverage refrigerator, interior lighting, skylight roof vents, serving window & shelf, illuminated front & rear sign, shielded fluorescent lights over serving and drivers side with shield & bells.

DIMENSIONS: 214"L x 84"W x 118"H